Abstract. In the paper a method of MST (minimum spanning tree) graph-based image segmentation supported by parallel GPUprocessing has been presented. It has been ap- 
Introduction
One of the most important factors to determine during To resolve it a method of digital image analysis has been proposed. In this method, several foams selected in sterile conditions are separated from the culture media and then scanned in a computer system. Next the acquired images are analysed to determine mould contents in the foam matrices and finally to compute the growth rate of Mucor. The paper focuses on the segmentation stage of acquired images, which allows extracting foam matrices from an image background.
Conventional segmentation of images generally involves two main approaches known as region segmentation and edge segmentation [10] . Both of them typically make use of smoothing and sharpening filtrations. After a preprocessing stage the images are converted into their binary forms, typically by global or local adaptive thresholding. Additional processing methods are morphological operations [14] , region growing, texture analysis [7] , watersheds [18] , Fourier or wavelet transforms [2] . Most of them can be applied both before and after image binarisation [6] . In the case of true colour images also mapping pixel data into different colour spaces can be useful.
The conventional segmentation has been briefly presented in section 4. It has been compared with graphbased approach discussed in section 5 of the paper. The graph-based segmentation methods interpret an image as a graph type data structure with nodes as image pixels, edges connecting neighbouring pixels and edge weights expressing dissimilarity between these pixels. These methods can be divided into three main groups: spectral graph partitioning [15] , combinatorial graph cuts [1] and minimum spanning tree methods [4, 19] which are of interest in this paper. Spectral graph partitioning is based on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix of a graph, combinatorial graph cuts use min-cut/max flow algorithms for computing optimally separating hyperspaces in an image feature space.
The system for image acquisition and analysis
The image acquisition system uses a flatbed scanner with available resolutions of 600 and 1200 dpi and colour depth 24 bits/pixel. Acquired images of foam matrices with fungus are transmitted to PC via USB connection and stored as JPEG files (Fig. 1 age Processing Toolbox" library [5, 16] . Uneven background illumination of the tested images, suggests using a method based on object edge detection. It can ignore smooth changes in the brightness of background pixels.
The constant size of binary foam objects also means the same size in pixels at a constant dpi resolution. 
. That is
The external difference between two components C i and C j is defined as the minimum weight among the weights of edges connecting these components. That is
The predicate D(C i , C j ) for the comparison of two regions verifies the presence of a boundary (separation) between any two image graph components. The predicate states that the boundary exists if the external difference
between the components is larger than the minimum of their internal differences, Parallel filtering with GP U (graphic processing unit) [11, 13] includes the following steps:
• allocation and copying Gaussian kernel from Equ. (5) into a constant device memory.
For each image component I C , C ∈ {R, G, B}
• allocation of device memory for the component I C and a respective device array A C ;
• copying image data from a host memory into the device array I C → A C ;
• binding float type texture with a memory array
• calling per thread device kernel function for rowwise processing;
-computing texture data correlation with the Gaussian kernel for one output pixel (x, y),
-writing the correlation result into the device memory as I C (x, y);
• copying horizontally smoothed data from the device memory into the device array I C → A C ;
• binding float type texture with the memory array
• calling per thread device kernel function for columnwise processing;
• copying image data from the device memory into the device array I C → A C ;
• freeing the device memory I C .
The smoothed image I RGB is represented by the device arrays A C , C ∈ {R, G, B} of three colour components.
These arrays are then used for further computing of image graph weights, without exiting a GP U device memory. The weights are calculated as Euclidean distances in RGB colour space according to the formula in Equ. (6) .
where: p i , p j -neighbouring pixels representing vertices adjacent to the edge e i,j .
The edge data of the image graph are collected in a structure E{W G , V G,1 , V G,2 } of three arrays: the float type array of edge weights E.W G and two arrays E.V G,1
and E.V G,2 including linear indexes of image pixels corresponding to adjacent vertices. The idea of selecting these edges and vertices assuming p 1 ÷p 3 or p 1 ÷p 4 neighbours is depicted in Fig. 5(a) . Evaluation of edge data arrays from image pixel data can be carried out in parallel because the number of edges associated with individual pixels can be determined a priori in a way explained in Fig. 7 .
|e|=3 (3) |e|=3 (4) |e|=1 (2) |e|=1 (1) |e|=0 ( Parallel building of graph edge data runs in the following steps:
• allocate host and device memory for the graph weights W G and a respective device array A G ;
• bind float type textures T C with the colour component device arrays A C , C ∈ {R, G, B};
• for each image pixel p 0 do in kernel function:
-calculate and store in E.W G the weight of any existing edge e 0,i between p 0 and p i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3},
-calculate linear indexes of the pixels p 0 , p i adjacent to the edge e 0 , i and store them in E.V G,1 and E.V G,2 arrays,
• unbind the textures T C with the device arrays A C ;
• free the device arrays A C .
To build image graph edge data arrays . The function has been applied two times as:
where: h P -handle to CU DP P P lan class object defining sort order (ascending) and a type of sort algorithm (radix sort) [3, 8] , E.W G -key by which key-value pairs will be sorted, E.V G,i -graph vertex indexes to be sorted with edge weights, M -size in elements of the edge array.
The sorted edge arrays are copied into a host mem- 
Experimental results
The authors developed three different algorithms for the segmentation of scanned images with foam objects filled with growing mould. Both classic segmentation and two variants of graph-based segmentation were tested for speed of execution. Application tests were carried out on PC equipped with Intel dual core I3 processor, [11, 17] . The example results of image segmentations for single foam matrices are presented in Fig. 4 and Table 1 and Table 2 GB of device memory for a true colour image including 5000×5000 pixels and a 3-element neighbourhood defining graph edges ( Fig. 5(a) ) with float type edge weights.
Conclusions
In the paper graph-based image segmentation has been considered, applied for images of foam matrices filled with mould. The method based on the divisions of minimum spanning tree was accelerated at the initial stage by parallel computing. The parallel type image smoothing, edge matrix preparation and sorting the edge array by weights significantly reduce execution time of the algorithm. The achieved runtimes were much better than those of non-graph approach. They can be shortened even more by the reduction of the number of initial graph vertices, using the fact of background prevalence in the contents of tested images. This problem will be the subject of future research.
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